Story
Platforms
A 3d Print and play
tabletop game system

What's needed?
1 Platform per player
4 CPR Dice per player
2 six sided die per player
1 deck of 50 Story Platform
Cards
10 Hit Point markers per
player
1 playing surface
Water. It's important to
hydrate.

How to get these things:
Print the story platformsGeneric STL file to get the
platform, CPR dice, and hit point
markers.
Print the Story Platforms Cards
JPG file (5 copies). cut and shuffle.
Find some cool d6 to print if you
don't have any
I can't help with the table and
water.

What even is this
game?
Story Platforms provides the basics to live a
tabletop adventure of your choosing! Want to
fight dragons? Save the galaxy? Survive the social
politics of a dinner party? The system is wide open
to help you play your game.
The system is general, the stories are yours, and
the rules are simple!

The next twelve pages are all about rules.

First up - Build a character

3D Printing is amazing and fun. Print a mini or two thousand that will best suit
the needs of your game.
With your mini and your platform at the ready. Roll the four CPR dice.
Look at the four dice. If a dice says C, put that in the Check row. R goes in the
Roll column. P goes in the Power column. When these are placed, you have your
character stats.
C- Check- This sets the target an opposing force has to beat your roll
by. If you have 2 dice in C, the opposing force has to outroll you by 2
or more. With +0C, if an opposing force ties your rroll they win.
P- Power- This sets how much power your character approaches an
opposing force with. Essentially damage. Every opposing force has an
amount of power they can absorb before they are defeated. Every
character starts with 1 power and adds 1 per dice.
R- Roll- This stat adds to all dice rolls by the character. If you
have 2 dice in Roll, add 2 to every roll of the dice.

Starting the game.
One player will lead the story as the Storyteller. This player
will throw obstacles and opposing forces at the other players.
-The goal of this player is not to 'defeat' the other players. The
goal is to have a good time and tell a story together. Story
telling is the oldest human tradition and by golly you are
going to participate too!
A really simple game could simply come down to the Storyteller
rolls for an opposing force and the player(s) roll to defeat
it.The depth is up to you.
The Storyteller creates the setting, tone, and sets pace for the
events that are going to take place.

Turns

Everything in Story Platforms is decided by rolling two six sided
die, totaling them and adding bonuses.
On a turn, a player will state what they want to do and roll
their dice.
The Storyteller will then roll 2d6, total them and add any
bonuses as appropriate.
If the player rolls higher and beats the check requirement, the
player's action succeeds. This will either deal Power or allow
an event to proceed as the player desired.
Should a player's roll fail to overcome the Storyteller's roll,
the action fails. No power is dealt and the turn ends.

Each player starts the game
with 3 cards in their hand.

Cards

Cards state when they can be played; anytime (meaning at any point
the card may be played) or On your turn (meaning only on the
player's turn)
Cards effects are to take place immediately as played.
Players may play as many cards as they
wish on their turn up to all 3 cards they
start their turn with.
Players do not re-draw until their turn has ended
Players may discard unwanted cards

Power
When a roll succeeds and the intent is to weaken the
opposing force, Power is dealt.
Every character or Obstacle should have a number of
hit points assigned to it. player characters have 10 hit
points to absorb power. the storyteller ultimately has
say on how many hit points an opposing force under
their control has but there is guidance in the coming
Power is only dealt on the acting
pages.
character's turn. If a player attempts
HIT POINTS
to deal power to an opposing force
When a player absorbs more power than
and fails, the player does not absorb
they can handle (Loses all 10 HP), their
the opposing force's power value. Th
character is down. Cards can heal to
restore HP and if another player is able
opposing force simply had some good
they can heal. A player regains half
defense that round.
their HP after the opposing force is
defeated (unless healed, then they can
return).

General Guidelines
Keep it simple - Roll the dice when something challenging is
happening. Ordering a pizza is easy. Climbing a sheer cliff is
hard.
Try it - Whatever you, the player, thinks your character might
do they can do.
Work together- As the storyteller, you should let your players
try things. As a player you should keep things within the
confines of the story. No dragon riding to get out of the 20th
century prison, okay?

Storyteller
Guide
Creating opposing characters - roll! Print a platform and follow
the same rules as player creation. There is no limit to the number
of opposing characters players can go up against.
Creating opposing obstacles- things like traps, sticky situations,
physical feats, the stuff that isn't a character but needs to be
overcome. Use a tier system as below:
Easy No additional CPR, 4 HP

Simple+1 C, 6HP

ToughTougher+2 C, +2 P, +1 R, 6 HP +1 C, +2 P, +2 R 8 HP
Not Cool+3 C, +3 P, +3 R 10 HP

Middling+1 C, +1 P, +1 R, 5 HP
Yikes+2 C, +2 P, +2 R, 8HP

Storyteller Guide
Continued
Fit the opposing force to the story. If a player is attempting to
hack the mainframe, the mainframe probably won't take an
action against the player. If the mainframe is trapped, certainly
make a roll against the player and have them take a power hit.
Since the system is basic and simple, allow players to try
whatever they wish. If it doesn't make sense for the story, tell
the player why they can't do what they wish to do and find
another way to accomplish the goal.
When the players win, everyone wins.

Turn Example

Player one has rolled their character, a pirate ship called Issa. Issa has +1
P, +2 C and +1 R.
On their turn, Issa wants to bombard the enemy encampment on the beach,
with the intent of knocking down the biggest building. Issa rolls 2d6 and
adds +1 to the result. Issa rolls a 3 and a 4, with a plus 1 the roll totals 8.
The Storyteller says the coastal village, a haven for rival pirates, is
caught off guard and rolls to see if the building is knocked down. This is a
Tough challenge, so Issa has to win the roll by at least 2. The Storyteller
rolls 2d6 +1 R (the Tough obstacle bonus). They Storyteller rolls a 2 and a 4,
plus 1 for a total of 7. Issa has come up short of beating the check of +2
(having only totaled one point higher instead of the necessary two or
more).
Issa has a card that will add +3 to the die roll though! Issa has now
overcome the check requirement. The Storyteller says the building has
crumbled and the pirates in the village are taking to their ships. It is now
the storyteller's turn.

Turn Example Continued
The Storyteller is next up in the circle. She informs the players
that the pirate haven has armed their cannons and has taken aim
at their armada in the bay. For the cannons, the Storyteller has
rolled a character with +2 P, +2 R and given the cannons 4 Hit
Points to keep the encounter quick. A platform is set up and a
cannon mini is set on it.
The Storyteller rolls to attack Issa. 2d6 are rolled coming up
with a 5 and a 4, +2R for 11 total. Issa rolls 2d6 to defend itself
and gets 2, 3 and +1 R for a total of 6. The cannons have overcome
the check requirement of Issa (+2 C).
The Storyteller says a cannon ball rips across the top deck of
Issa, ripping a mast in half. Issa absorbs 3 total power (base
power of 1, the cannons have +2). Issa moves from 10 Hit points to
7 remaining. The Storyteller's turn has ended and play moves
clockwise to Player two commanding the ship Ostrich Egg.

Play continues like that. Move
in a circle, tell each other
what is going on, let the dice
decide the outcome, play cards
to change the dice if they are
dumb and totally ruined what
you wanted to do.
Hey look at that! Rules only
took 10 pages.

Thanks for playing! Check out
shawncowling.wordpress.com
for more content and updates to the Story
Platforms line.

Sharing is amazing and
appreciated!
If you enjoyed the game, please let me
know! shawnwritesstuff@gmail.com is the
email address. @ShawnCowling on Twitter
is less reliable, but present.

